


“hutting yachten 
 gelten als die rolls 
 royce der ozeane”

K. BARTELS – WELT AM SONNTAG
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In 1975, in a tiny workshop in a little Frisian village, without heating, toilet or telephone, Tjerk Hutting built 

his first wooden sailing dinghy. Many of his dinghy’s won races as national championships resulting in new 

orders. 

To build larger yachts and provide better service, Hutting Yachts moved in 1993 into the current facility in 

Makkum. From that moment onwards, the aluminium Hutting yachts gained global recognition among 

sailors, appreciating the value of craftsmanship and understanding quality as a long term investment. For 

that reason, you can come across Hutting yachts anywhere in the world, from Greenland to Grenada and 

from Miami to Mallorca. 

Whether we realize your own design aluminium sailing yacht, a Hutting-design or a complex refit, we 

guarantee you our famous Hutting quality. With unlimited possibilities, the finest bespoke craftsmanship 

and over 45 years of experiences; we offer you the ultimate freedom in personalizing your yacht.

“we challenge you to share your ideal yacht
 with us. It is our mission to go beyond it.”



For the majority of people who choose to build a yacht 

with us, it is the realization of a long cherished dream. 

They have done their research and carefully considered 

their options. They have imagined what it would be like 

sailing along the Spanish coast, anchoring in a fjord in 

Greenland admiring the northern lights or searching for 

adventure in the Caribbean.  

We are happy to be a part of this realization by offering 

maximum freedom in personalizing your ideal yacht. 

100% custom-built, whether this is a Hutting-design or 

a one-off project. Our team of highly skilled craftsman 

know what to do, to always guarantee you the bespoke 

Hutting quality. 

Enjoy the chance to create your own ideal yacht. Enjoy the 

value of a yacht for life.

making 
dreams 
come true
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First, we want to get to know you and your ideas regarding your ideal sailing yacht. 

Based on this we create a plan tailored specifically to you. We will guide you in 

making the decisions, using not only our own experiences but also the experiences 

of Hutting sailors. 

Drawings will be made, remade and remade. Until it is there. The aluminium 

hull is made by our specialized supplier. Every step is under our supervision 

and quality control. The moment it reaches the yard, our team of shipwrights, 

carpenters, yacht-painters and mechanics knows exactly what to do. With 

regularly updates of the building process we involve you in the realization of your 

dream yacht.

After completion, you get a berth in the Hutting harbor for the first weeks. We will 

sail with you to familiarize you with the capabilities of your yacht. What follows is 

ultimate freedom. But do not worry: our world-wide service reaches as far as you 

decide to sail.

At Hutting Yachts we cherish a close, long term relationship with our customers. 

We like to learn from your experiences and use these lessons to continue to 

develop and improve our products and services. As a member of the ‘Hutting 

Family’ we understand that you play an important part in maintaining and 

strengthening our reputation. We strive to go beyond your expectations. 

how we work 
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“keep up the good work on improving the 
 finest dream a man can make in a lifetime”

Y. LAFONTAINE – OWNER H40
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INTERIOR CUSTOM-BUILT 48 FT SAILING YACHTS TIPSY TUNA (2019)
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hutting 52
A robust design with the elegance of a classic yacht.  Sportive yet 

graceful. It is a yacht with endurance that makes you feel confident and 

secure, regardless of the conditions or your destination. 

the hutting 52 will be beyond your expectations

ONE OF THE MANY POSSIBLE LAYOUTS OF THE INTERIOR
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personalize like no other

ONE OF THE MANY POSSIBLE LAYOUTS OF THE INTERIOR

This is where design follows function, resulting in an ideal custom-built 

cruiser and a timeless beauty: the new line, Hutting 52. 

The characteristics of the ever-popular Hutting yachts, combined with 

the famous elegance of the award winning Hoek Design Naval Architects. 

A well thought out design with a high standard in every aspect: safety, 

comfort, performance, aesthetics and sustainability. 

Sailing under heel, the extended waterline length will give extra 

performance. While in light winds the yacht will benefit from a small 

wetted surface and the retractable bowsprit to carry an optional Code 0 

or Gennaker. A high aspect jib combined with a large main sail with an 

easy reef system to reduce sail area, makes the Hutting 52 an ideal short-

handed sailing yacht.

 

Due to the aft overhang, a spacious and safe cockpit could be designed, a 

detail not often seen on yachts this size. To offer maximum comfort we 

created an aerodynamic pilothouse that nicely blends into the deck. 

Our work is not a standardized process; the experienced craftsmen of 

Hutting Yachts create custom-built interiors, tailored to your demands 

with unlimited possibilities and unrivaled quality. Enjoy the value of 

freedom and the chance to create your own ideal sailing yacht. 

...Enjoy the value of a yacht for life. 

Design
Hoek Design Naval Architects 

Hull
Aluminium Alustar 

Mast / Boom
Aluminium 

Length
15.80m x 4.30m 

Draft Centreboard
1.80m / 3.55m  

Draft Fixed Keel
2.25m 

Weight Ballast
6.5 ton 

Displacement
19.50 ton 

Sails Total
147 m²  

Main Sail
82 m²  

Staysail
65 m² 

Gennaker
180 m² 

Water Tank
2 x 300 liters 

Fuel Tank
2 x 400 liters 

Engine
Yanmar 4 JH 110 

C.E.
Category A 

specifications
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“the owner sails with it, but 
  it still feels as ‘our’ yacht”

JACOB HOFSTRA – SHIPWRIGHT
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Hutting yachts are known for their remarkable, 

timeless and classic lines. For years, the strong 

seaworthy character has realized sailor-dreams of 

any kind. 

The Iconic Hutting yachts are characterized by 

carefully considered proportions, clean lines and 

a classic finish. These features are recognized and 

appreciated by experienced deep sea sailors. 

A stylish S-spant with a moderate width-to-volume 

ratio of the fore and aft to smoothly move through 

the water. 

The result is a stylish, strong and reliable sailing 

yacht, which effortlessly endures the challenges of 

the world’s oceans.

the 
“rolls royce 
der ozeane”
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DESIGN BY KOOPMANS YACHT DESIGNERS
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Reliable and outstanding sailing characteristics; the Iconic Hutting yachts are a 

fine combination of a calm and comfortable way of sailing with a moderate draft. 

The naval architect Dick Koopmans, famous for the various long-distance sailing 

yachts he designed, created a real passagemaker which enlarges your cruising 

range with safety, comfort and elegance. 

A yacht that has proven its strength and quality. Around the world fifty-two, 

custom-built Hutting yachts Koopman designs sail around. All reflecting the 

owners identity and sailing style. This Hutting-line is available as custom-built 

yacht in the ranges between, 40 and 60 ft. 

a real passagemaker

specifications
Design
Dick Koopmans  

Hull
Aluminium Alustar 

Mast / Boom
Aluminium 

Length
15m x 4.25m 

Draft Centreboard
1.50m - 3m  

Draft Fixed Keel
1.80m 

Weight Ballast
6.5 ton 

Displacement
20.67 ton 

Sails Total
147 m²  

Main Sail
60.8 m²  

Staysail
65 m² 

Gennaker
180 m² 

Water Tank
2 x 300 liters 

Fuel Tank
2 x 400 liters 

Engine
Yanmar 4 JH 110 

C.E.
Category A 
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“we can all learn from the choices 
 these two very experienced sailors made 
 when having their once-in-a-lifetime 
 dream boat designed and built”

J. HARRIS - AUTHOR MORGANSCLOUD.COM
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The Hutting 54 ‘Polaris’ is a custom-made 

Hutting yacht, specially designed for even 

the most extreme sail destinations of the 

owners. Freezing the yacht in the ice off the 

coast of Greenland for months was just one 

of the dreams they have realized. 

For many years in a row, the owners have 

traveled with their Hutting 54 Polaris 

into areas as Disko Bay in Greenland, the 

Newfoundland waters off the coast of 

Canada, the Icelandic waters as well as the 

total opposite: the Caribbean. 

For this reason, extra features are added to 

both the interior and the exterior to make 

the sailing in extreme and various climate 

conditions as safe and comfortable as 

possible.

hutting 54
polaris
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“feeling safe is a requirement for joy”
TJERK HUTTING – FOUNDER HUTTING YACHTS



Everything has been thought of to 

guarantee ultimate freedom. No 

limitations, worries or change of plans; 

boundless, to go beyond the most extreme 

sail adventures.

To ensure maximum safety and comfort, 

the Hutting 54-Polaris has many special 

features. With its extra thick Alustar 

aluminium hull, 70mm melamine-foam 

isolation material and many extra, smart 

storage capacity for food, water and fuel, 

the yacht is well-prepared for the ice.  A 

reliable multi-way heating system, with 

a triple back up power source ensures 

comfortable conditions even at -40°C. 

Whereas the light and open interior of the 

Polaris brings you close to the beautiful 

nature that surrounds you. 

 “Polaris has a huge open and airy raised 

salon, but note that the layout is carefully 

designed so there are no dangerous wide 

open areas to be thrown across at sea; 

something so common on production 

boats.”—J. Harris, Morganscloud.com

The Polaris is seen by professionals as a 

perfect example of a long distance cruiser 

for the Arctic’s. Get inspired and discover 

more about this exceptionally explorer 

sailing yacht at our website.

specificationsa yacht of extremes

Design
Dick Koopmans 

Hull
Aluminium Alustar 

Mast / Boom
Aluminium 

Length
17.20m x 4.65m 

Draught Centreboard
1.50m / 3.20m  

Weight Ballast
10.2 ton 

Displacement
28 ton 

Water Tank
1050 liters 

Fuel Tank
3000 liters 

Blackwater Tank
100 liters 

Engine
Perkins-Sabre 

Type M, 

2 Kw by 2600 rpm 

Main Sail
75.2 m²  

Jib
34.1 m²  

Genoa
80.08 m²  

C.E.
Category A 

tank

Elektrisch 220 V

Elektrisch 220 V

500 L

mulleimer

350X350

ZWAARD
BEDIENING

-6-

-6-

-6-

24 "

benzine 
voor bb 
motor

boekenkast 
kajuit

2600 tpm

200 L diesel Tagestank

-20 -6- -6- -6-

bevestiging en 
uitsparing voor (nood) 
draadlier

cylinder s.b.

POLARIS
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We can build anything up to 80ft, with the 

requirement of quality and craftsmanship at every 

step. Regardless of whether it concerns sailing 

yachts, motor yachts or tenders, we employ the 

same quality standards on which we acquired our 

reputation.

45 years of experience in building luxury yachts, 

has made us very experienced with project 

management as well as with providing customized 

products. Our reputation demonstrates our skills-

set: ‘Hutting-built’ yachts are world renowned.

We will be the beginning of the realization of your 

ultimate yacht. As a yard, we are part of a first 

rate network, which consists of naval architects, 

aluminum and composite builders, electricians, 

riggers, sailmakers, delivery services, and all other 

specialists required in the creation of a yacht. 

Starting with a preliminary design, our technical 

building expertise allows us to support you in 

the process. We gladly share our knowledge and 

experience, compose the building specifications, 

and calculate the investment.

Hutting Yachts is skilled in every aspect. In realizing 

your ideal design, you can expect an efficient, all 

inclusive service that maintains high standards. 

We challenge you to share your ideal yacht with us. 

It is our mission to go beyond it.

specifications
the ultimate freedom 
with a custom-built yacht

18    ONE OFF PROJECT

Builder & Project Management
Hutting Yachts 

Design
Omega Architecs B.V. 

Naval Architecture & Engineering
Van Oossanen Naval Architects B.V. 

Year of Construction
2013 

Type
Limo-tender 

Construction
Aluminium 

Dimensions
9.50 m l x 3.05 w x 2.05 h 

Engine
Volvo Penta D3-220, Volvo Penta D3-230 

Mother Yacht
74m SuperYacht ‘Yalla’ 

Maximum Speed
20 knots



TIM HANSING - OWNER OF THE 48FT TIPSY TUNA

“exceptional build quality, with honestly and 
professionalism as a core factor in all what 
they do, even in the after sales service. the 
biggest mistake you will make with hutting is 
not using them for your dream project.”

Design
Guy Ribadeau-Dumas 

Builder
Hutting Yachts  

Year of Construction
2019 

Hull Construction
Habbeké 

Hull Material
Aluminium  

Length
14.30 m x 4.60 m 

Draft
1.20m - 2.85 m 

Displacement
15.80 ton 

Ballast
7 ton 

Engine
Yanmar 4HJ-4HTE 

C.E.
Category A 

48ft tipsy tuna
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REFIT 70FT TRULY CLASSIC 
HOEK DESIGN YACHT: ‘KIM’
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teakdeck
If properly maintained, a teak deck exudes class and quality and provides excellent insulation 

for your yacht. After many years of use, your teak deck will have to be replaced. Hutting Yachts 

has more than 40 years of experience in laying teak decks; it is one of our specialisms. We only 

work with the best quality and only FSC certified teakwood. This in combination with our 

craftsmanship and expertise we guarantee you a teak-deck that will last longer than you expect 

and will be remarkable for its quality.

yachtpainting
We have a 27 m. long spray facility and are able to supply in accordance with COT standards.

Combined with our passion for perfection and our highly experiences painters, this will ensure 

that your yacht will re-enter the water with a deep gloss. It is also possible to repaint the interior. 

Anything is possible. From blue to red, and from a shiny gloss to matt. Our painters like to be 

challenged. 

rigging
Your yacht’s rigging must be in excellent condition for safe usage and optimum performance. We 

have the know-how and expert staff to provide your yacht with the correct rigging, based on your 

requirements and style of sailing.
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Harbor & winterstorage
Please be welcome at our harbor, where you can enjoy the peaceful area of Makkum. It is Just one mile from the passage to 

the Waddensea. We offer you all facilities you need as well as technical support on demand. 

During the winter period, we offer a heated winterstorage. This will include the whole package: we will take out your yacht, 

clean and inspect the hull before we put it on a ship-cradle. After dismantling the mast and the furlers, everything will be 

stored dry, safe and clean. By use of a contrast-liquid test we can perform a visual inspection of the running rigging. When 

springs is about to start, we arrange the launch back into the water, the rigging and we test the system and electronics. This 

is all to make sure your yacht is ready for a new season again. 

brokerage
Sailors know to find us for a quality yacht. As a yachtbuilder we can offer more than just brokerage. Due to our experiences 

and knowledge we can estimate the technical condition of the yacht and if necessary, perform the maintenance and refits to 

make your yacht ready for a valuable sale. 

Selling your yacht via Hutting Yachts contains the following advantages:

• We offer the whole package: full service, refit, maintenance, a harbor and winterstorage.

• We offer a personal and transparent broker service. 

• We assess the technical condition and we handle the valuation ourselves.

• We will organize the viewings and perform trial sails.  

• We promote our brokerage at exhibitions, advertise in magazines, social media, paid search and more…

• Commission is only deducted up on sale. There are no fees or costs without a sale.

A high quality sailing yacht needs a specialized sales approach. A quality yacht requires a quality broker. 
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it’s your time. 
start enjoying 
the good life.
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ADDRESS: Stienplaat 3, 8754 HE Makkum, The Netherlands

PHONE:  +31 (0)6 1516 9789

E-MAIL:  info@hutting.nl

WEBSITE:  www.hutting-yachts.com

contact
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